KET-IMPROVERS INDEPENDENT STUDY
WORKBOOK ANSWERS

Unit 11
Vocabulary
1
a swimming
b surfing
c table tennis
d skiing
e volleyball
2
1 A person who goes surfing stands up on this to ride the waves*
2 These are made of metal and help you to turn in the snow when you are skiing.
3 In swimming you can do this with your legs to move through the water more quickly.
4 You need to put this up in the sand to play beach volleyball.
5 Your feet will hurt when you go dancing if these aren´t the right size for you.
6 Join this if you want to enter diving competitions at different pools.
7 This is the word for a group of people that plays against another group in sports like football and
basketball.
8 If you want to go climbing in the mountains, wear these on your hands.
9 As it says in its name, you play table tennis on this.
*Wave: a wave is the motion that water makes when it comes near to land.

He is riding the waves.

3
Reminder!
In writing part 1, you will be told a category.
All of the words in this exercise are related to sports equipment.
If you see the word ´this´, the answer is singular, but if you see ´these´, you should write a plural
noun.

0 bat
1 board
2 poles (these = plural)
3 kick
4 nets (these = plural)
5 boots
6 club
7 team
8 gloves (these = plural)
9 table
Vertical word: basketball
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Grammar
4
1 How are you getting* to the competition?
2 Which team does Cristiano Ronaldo play for?
3 Who does Gianni play tennis with?
4 When is the gym open until?
5 Why did the referee* stop the match?
6 How many people were there at the stadium?
7 Where are you going to go sailing?
*Get to a place: reach or arrive at a place (I get to school by car).
*Referee: a referee watches a game very carefully to check that everyone plays fairly.

5
1 keeping (keeping fit = maintaining yourself in good physical health by exercising).
2 cycling (you do this on a bike).
3 driving (you drive a car)
4 sitting (you sit at a desk)
5 running (you go running in a park)
6 climbing (you have to climb the stairs if you want to go up)
7 exercising (you do exercise at a gym)
8 dancing (samba is a type of dance)
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6
Exam tips
In reading part three you need to think of the appropriate response to a question or exclamation.
Try to imagine that someone is talking to you. What will you say to them?

11
A–X–
B - :) - (If you are going to book the tennis courts for Wednesday, you need to know at what time!
C–X 12
A - :) (They ask you to explain why you don´t play).
B–X
C–X
13
A-X
B - :) (They both hate fishing, it is boring, so you agree (have the same opinion).
C-X
14
A-X
B- X
C - :)(Your friend gives an opinion and you want to know why they think that).
15
A - :) This answers the question who. Who – the Norwegian keeper.
B-X
C- X

